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Best of

edition
Please enjoy this year’s compilation of the best
articles from past issues of Top Recruit, along with
some new features.
Top Recruit is published yearly for NFCA members and their
camps. For more information, contact the NFCA at (502) 4094600 or visit NFCA.org

BY DAVE HINES
NFCA Director of Publications
Three-time NFCA All-American Jessie
Warren took an unconventional path to
becoming one of the most successful
softball players of all time.
In fact, she didn’t even play softball
early on. She played a wide variety of
sports before finally committing full-time
to softball. But she found her place to
softball eventually.
“I played travel soccer, I played
baseball, I played basketball,” Warren
said. “I did shot put and I still hold
the Hillsborough County (Fla.) record. I
gave up track and played basketball and
softball in high school.”
“I loved baseball. It was a bittersweet
moment when I stopped playing. I still
miss it.”
When she did finally play softball,
she was successful, just not for some
big-name travel ball team. As such, the
scholarship offers weren’t rolling in, even
for someone that batted .605 her senior
year of high school.
“We were really local,” she explained.
“We were a good (travel) team, but they
were really small tournaments. Part of
that was why I didn’t get the exposure.”
While she found a home on the playing
field, Warren’s actual home life could be
described as rocky at best. Growing up,
her dad was rarely around, and Warren and
her mom shared a three-bedroom house
at times with as many as 12 other people.
She even lived a while with a high school
teammate’s family.
Money at home growing up was tight,
so a travel program that involved lots of
travel and expenses was not an option.
Finances were why earning a scholarship
was so critical to Warren’s future, and
maybe why she became so driven.
“My mom didn’t have enough money to
send me to college,” Warren said. “Getting
that burden off her (was huge).”
She attended Florida State’s softball
camp her sophomore year of high school,
but wasn’t exactly on college coaches’
radar at that point. But looking back, she
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wouldn’t change a thing.
“Best decision of my life,” Warren said.
“I’m glad I didn’t have to go through
that recruiting process (and the stress) so
many girls go through now.”
Even though she didn’t experience
the wild recruiting frenzy that other top
players do, she does have some advice for
those players.
“Definitely take your time,” Warren
said. “Make sure it’s the college for you,
whether it’s D1, D2, D3, JC, whatever.
Softball is softball. Take whatever
opportunity you have. Don’t make that D1
decision if it’s not the right fit for you.”
She pointed out that softball is a
tough sport to succeed in, so don’t be
discouraged when you fail. Because you
will fail.
“Accept failure,” Warren said. “You
will fail seven times out of 10. Focus on
the process. If you put in the work, the
results will be there.”
With such an unsettled life off the
field, she made sure she has always
remembered where she came from while
on the field. Especially during the tough
times. No matter what happened on the
field, in the end, it was still just a game.
Warren’s coaches helped keep her and her
teammates grounded, too.
“Coach (Lonni) Alameda has a saying:
‘Compared to what?’” Warren said. “Your
ankles hurt. Compared to what?”
“I was playing for something bigger
than me. Playing for the name across my
chest. Playing for the little girls. Playing
for those who can’t.”
Warren said the Seminoles’ unlikely run
to the national championship last year
— six straight wins after dropping their
Women’s College World Series (WCWS)
opener — could be traced back to
something Alameda told the team.
“Coach said if we worked hard and
trusted the process, we’d be fine,” Warren
recalled. “After that first loss, we were
like, ‘Here we go again.’ Sophomore year
all over again.”
Florida State had also dropped its first
Continued on page 6
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“I was playing for something
bigger than me. Playing for the
name across my chest.
Playing for the little girls.
Playing for those
who can’t.”
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Continued from page 4

game of the 2016 WCWS.
But Warren wasn’t about to let that
happen again, batting .522 after the loss,
including 5-for-8 with two doubles and a
homer in the 2018 NCAA championship
series against Washington to earn WCWS
Most Outstanding Player honors. In the
first game of the best-of-three series,
Warren made an iconic diving catch of a
sacrifice bunt in the seventh inning that
she turned into a double play to preserve
the Seminoles’ 1-0 victory, and set the stage
for Florida State to capture its first softball
national championship the following night.
“We had a team meeting after that
(last year), and said ‘Let’s just enjoy
ourselves,’” she said. “We started having
fun … and fun … and fun.”
“Don’t get me wrong, our goal was

players

the national championship, but we just
focused on the process, rather than the
results.”
She said that experience was the best
time of her softball career.
“I look back at pictures of (that
season) and just see the sunshine on my
face,” Warren said.
She said quality coaching was a huge
factor in the team’s success.
“They are the best coaching staff,” she
said. “They learn you as a person. I knew
if I messed up, (Alameda) wouldn’t yell
at me.”
“I’m sensitive. I wouldn’t be able to
take the yelling (and she knew that).
She’s like my second mom. I still talk to
her every day.”
She graduated with Florida State and
Atlantic Coast Conference records for home
runs (83), runs batted in (273), runs scored

(229) and slugging percentage (.820).
Warren is the Seminoles’ career leader in
batting average (.391) and is tied for most
doubles (51) and second in hits (289), and
ranks third in program history with 515
assists on defense. Her RBI and homers
ranked eighth in NCAA history heading into
this season. She was a four-time All-ACC
selection and was the ACC Player of the Year
her junior and senior seasons.
With her college playing days behind
her, Warren is focused now on helping the
USSSA Pride win a National Pro Fastpitch
championship this summer, but she’s
always looking to help pass along her
knowledge of the game to young girls.
“I’m just growing the game, giving back
from someone who has been at the highest
level,” Warren said. “Hopefully, they’ll pass
that knowledge to the next generation and
keep growing the game.” n

How to get on
a coach’s
radar

recruiting

By KATIE ANNE BAILEY
Former Mississippi State University
student-athlete
A player and a goal. That’s how
Katie Anne Bailey began her journey
to Mississippi State. Bailey broke
down what her recruitment process
was like and gives some helpful
hints to others setting out on the
recruiting trail.
Continued on page 8
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If you get your name out
there, when they see it later,
they remember it. You can
never send enough emails.
Continued from page 7

The Importance of Summer Softball
Coaches ...
It really gets started by playing travel
ball with a good coach who is connected
to the college softball community. That
summer coach doesn’t have to know all
the head coaches, but he or she probably
knows a lot of assistants, recruiting
coordinators and personnel at the
collegiate level. That’s what happened
to me.
Tournaments = Attention
A lot of it just comes down to who
knows who and being in the right place at
the right time.
Coaches are going to come to the
tournaments. Schools and coaches you
have never even heard of are going to see
you. You may not know who they are, but
they see you and they reach out to you.
That happened for me.
Email Is a Great Tool For You ...
When you’re being recruited, it’s
important to reach out to the college
coaches. When you have schools you’re
interested in, in the middle of the week
before your weekend tournaments start,
you need to email them your schedule.
They may only watch half a game here
and half a game there, so you need to let
them know your game schedule.
Get your email out there with your
game times, location and opponent. That

RECRUITING

opponent can matter. It’s a right-place,
right-time situation. If they’re there
to watch Sally Sue on the other team
because she hits 85 home runs a weekend
and you’re also playing in that game,
they’ll see you. That’s a check mark for
you.
Sending out your information is
important. Even if it’s not about a game,
getting your name out there is key. Let
them know your name, position, grade
and what you’re interested in and working
towards. If you get your name out there,
when they see it later, they remember it.
You can never send enough emails.
I remember thinking, “Oh my gosh I’ve
sent these emails to these coaches every
weekend.” But it matters. It really does.
It’s harmless. All they can do is open it
and either delete it or save it.
Going Camping...
Camps are very important. I went to
many, many camps. I gave up a lot of
things to go to these camps, but in the
end, it was worth it. Definitely.
Camps can never hurt you. Don’t think
that you can’t go to somebody else’s
camp just because you’re being recruited
by another place, coach or team. For my
camp choices, I knew I wanted to stay in
the South. I knew my goal was to play in
the Southeastern Conference, so I stayed
in the South.
If you know that you want to play
somewhere – go to that camp. It can do
nothing but help you. If you are going

to go to that camp, send an email to the
coach. That way when they see your name,
they’ll make a point to watch you, because
you’ve already reached out to them.
Again, Email Is Key...
One other good thing about sending
emails to multiple coaches and schools
is that one school may not have your
position open for your recruiting class.
That school may not need you for your
year. But, those coaches know a lot of
people, too.
Videos Are Always An Option...
For players who have coaches that
can’t physically get to their games, a
way to have yourself seen is video. Send
coaches a link to your YouTube video.
Final Thought – Be You...
Emails and being personable are the
strongest points of recruiting.
Coaches like when you come up to
them, shake their hand and introduce
yourself to them.
That’s a huge point. They’re going
to remember that. It shows you have
confidence in yourself right off the bat. Of
course, a coach wants a confident player.
It also shows maturity.
It’s a fun process. It can be a stressful
process, but in the end just remember
how lucky you are to get to do all these
kinds of things. There are some kids who
would love to be in your shoes.
Make it fun! n

equipment
Sunglasses

Bat
Snacks

Fielding glove

Batting gloves

Ball

What’s
in your

Anti-bacterial
wipes

bat
bag

?

Water bottle

Cleats
Hat/visor

Sunscreen

Helmet

After-game
slides/sneakers

Change of clothes

Cellphone
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7

habits

By TEENA MURRAY
Sr. Director, Athlete
Health & Performance
Sacramento Kings

1

Request a summer
training program
By mid-May, you should
have received a summer
training program from your
new strength coach. If not,
reach out to him or her to
request a comprehensive
plan to follow. Sending an
introductory note and taking
the initiative will not be
forgotten.

4

2

Work with a trainer for at
least a week
If you have limited experience
with resistance and movement
training and/or your summer program
includes a number of new exercises,
work with a certified strength coach
or personal trainer for at least one
week. This way you can make sure
you are doing exercises with proper
technique and are reading your
workouts appropriately. Every day
is an opportunity to improve your
athleticism, so do not waste time
doing things incorrectly!

Review the program and testing information
Once received, read your program from beginning to end. Make sure
you are clear on everything that is expected of you, including all
testing that will be conducted once you arrive on campus. Ask for specific
testing protocols and standards if these are not included in your program.
You should also ask about exercise videos that may be available as a
supplement to your program. Many programs now put exercise videos online
or create DVDs to send out with summer programs.

college life

3

Communicate
As you begin following your
summer program, send short
email updates on your progress to
your new strength coach (and cc your
softball coaching staff). Ask questions
to make sure you are on track and
covering all your bases. Building a
relationship over the summer and
demonstrating your commitment to
becoming a better athlete will pay
dividends.

college life
of highly-effective freshmen

5

Show up ready to impress
You may be a freshman when
you arrive, but there is no
reason for you to take a backseat
to anyone. Make a statement with
your preparation – in the weight
room and on the field. Excel on the
team performance testing, compete
confidently with your teammates
– show them you are serious about
being great. Buy into everything
your strength coach is selling. He
or she can often be your greatest
ally. Bring a great attitude to each
workout and you will get your
college career off to a great start.

6

Be a 24-hour athlete
One of the biggest mistakes
young athletes make is failing
to commit to living like an elite
athlete every hour of the day. Training
hard and working on your skills an
hour or more each day is not enough.
Maximize the benefits of training
by making every decision count. Eat
like a champion. Choose nutrientdense foods and eat at regular
intervals throughout the day. Hydrate
effectively. Sleep adequately (8- 9
hours each night), soundly and on a
consistent schedule. These items will
impact your health, performance, and
recovery between workouts.

7

Do more, not less
In addition to following your
summer training program,
spend additional time working on
your personal weaknesses. If your
conditioning level is not where it
needs to be, add 1-2 extra running
workouts each week. If flexibility
is an issue, spend an extra 10-15
minutes post-workout each day to
stretch and foam roll.
Likewise, if you have specific
softball skills that need to be
refined, make time to work on those
multiple times each week as well.
Champions do more than they are
asked to do. Begin acting like the
champion you want to be!

“A game-changer for our
practices and recruiting”

- Kelly Inouye-Perez (UCLA)

Proud Sponsor

SMART COACH Radar™

with Companion App

Your Complete Speed & Video Training System
Capture and Share Recruitment Videos with Speeds
NEW
Pocket Radar App

Track Results with Instant History Review and Data Export
Train with Remote Speed Display and Audio Announcement
Upload Your Videos to other Recruiting and Social Apps
PocketRadar.com/SmartCoach

@PocketRadar
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Financial aid as a
student-athlete: what
you need to know

Q: CAN I RECEIVE OUTSIDE
SCHOLARSHIPS/FINANCIAL AID OTHER
THAN MY ATHLETICS SCHOLARSHIP?
A: Yes. However, prior to receiving
financial assistance from individuals other
than your parents/legal guardians or
bona fide family members, you need to
contact your Athletic Compliance office
for consultation. The NCAA has strict
regulations that determine what outside
scholarships (e.g. High School Booster
Club, Rotary Club, Pop Warner or local
sports clubs) a student-athlete may receive.
Outside scholarship and grants must be
reported prior to the funds being spent. All
outside scholarship awards must go through
your institution’s Financial Aid Office and
cannot be provided directly to you.

college life

Q: WHAT IF MY ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP
DOESN’T COVER MY FULL EXPENSES?
A: If you do not receive enough
athletic aid to cover all expenses, you
are responsible for the remainder. Visit
the Financial Aid website (https://
studentaid.ed.gov/sa/fafsa) to find an
easy-to-follow guide for different options.
You can receive grant money from the
U.S. Department of Education by filing
the FAFSA application; or, maybe you’ve
received outside scholarships.

Q: WHAT WILL I NEED TO COMPLETE MY
FAFSA APPLICATION?
A: If you are a dependent student, you
will need all the following information
for your parent(s). If you are not a
dependent student, you will use your own
information:

Q: WHAT IS FAFSA?
A: Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA). The U.S. Department of
Education gives out federal financial
assistance to students on an annual basis.
You can potentially earn up to $5,900 in
Federal Pell Grant in addition to subsidized
and unsubsidized loans. All aid is based on
your expected family contributions.

n

Q: HOW DO I RECEIVE FAFSA?
A: To qualify for federal aid, you must
fill out the FAFSA application.
2019–20 FAFSA deadlines: Online
applications must be submitted by
midnight Central time (CT), June 30,
2020. Any corrections or updates must
be submitted by midnight CT, Sept. 12,
2020. Each college may have its own
deadline. Check with the college(s) you are
interested in attending. You may also want
to ask your college about its definition of
an application deadline, whether it is the
date the college receives your FAFSA form
or the date your FAFSA form is processed.

n
n
n

n
n

Social Security Number
FSA ID to sign electronically
Your most recent federal income tax
returns, W-2s, and other records of
money earned.
Bank statements & records of
investment (if applicable)
Records of untaxed income (if
applicable)
The school code for which you wish to
attend

Be aware: if you are filing the FAFSA
for the first time, the process could take
up to an hour. We highly recommend that
you compile all the information above
before you start the application.
Q: HOW WILL I KNOW IF I AM AWARDED
ANY FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE OR LOANS?
A: First-time freshmen will receive
a mailed award letter that includes
award types and amounts. A brochure of
important and helpful information will
accompany this letter. If you have not
received any award notifications by midApril, contact your Financial Aid Office. n

health

Be a teammate
when it comes
to mental
health
By JENNA LILLEY
Two-time NFCA All-American
University of Oregon
I hope this article brings a little bit of
light to your day.
Photo by Sam Marshall/
GoDucks.com

If you’re reading this and are currently
struggling with your mental health, please
know there is light in what may feel like a
tunnel. Know that it is OK to be vulnerable
with others, and that it is a sign of
strength to reach out for help.
Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 13

As an athlete, balancing all of the
priorities in your life can be a challenge.
From school to sports to social life to
your own personal health, you may have a
lot on your plate. But it is essential that
you take care of you.
Sometimes you might need a little
time off from doing what you love.
Sometimes you might need to do what
you love a little bit more. Whatever it
may be, recognizing and processing your
own personal feelings, loving yourself
and finding balance in your life is the
beginning of getting unstuck from within
the tunnel.
For starters, just by choosing to play
sports in general, you’ve put yourself
in a strong position. Sports can serve
as a protective factor and strongly help

But it is essential
that you take
care of you.
Photos by Sam Marshall/GoDucks.com

to support our mental health. Sports
provide support systems through having
teammates and coaches.
Sports are a great source of exercise.
Sports get you active, surrounded by
people, and working toward a goal. Being
in a team sport environment can be
very healthy and provides built-in social
contact and support.
But softball also involves a lot
of failure, something that can cause
difficulties for our mental health. In this
sport, we are supposed to walk away
feeling good about ourselves when we
succeed three out of 10 times at the plate.

health

But what about the seven times we fail?
How do we turn a failure rate of 70
percent into a positive perception?
How do we talk to ourselves after these
perceived “failures?”
One thing my college coach, Mike
White, would always say to the team was,
“It’s what you say to yourself when you’re
by yourself that matters most.”
What you tell yourself matters. The way
you speak to yourself matters. The messages
you send to yourself are important, whether
they are on or off the field.
After getting zero hits with multiple
strikeouts on a day, it might be easy to fall
into the trap of saying things like, “I’m not
a very good softball player,” to yourself.
But how can we flip that mindset to, “I
didn’t have my stuff today, but I will come
back tomorrow and do my best.”
What if a teammate came to you after
making an error? Would you tell them
they are terrible? Probably not. You’d
offer support and remind them they will
get the next one.
Just like we treat a teammate with
kindness and respect, we want to treat
ourselves with that same kindness and
respect. Whether it involves your softball
performance, or yourself off the field, talk
to yourself with kindness and respect,
just like you would talk to a teammate
with kindness and respect.
One thing I wish I would have known
when I was younger was that it was OK
to talk to someone about my feelings,
because there were people who would listen
and understand. If you feel like you are
struggling, it is OK to ask for help. Whether
it be your friends, family, or a counselor,
asking for a help is truly a sign of strength.
On the other hand, if you see a friend
struggling, don’t be afraid to let them
know you’re there for them. Remind them
they do have strong support around them.
You never know what is going on
underneath the surface of the person you
see smiling every day. Be a teammate.
Be a friend. Treat yourself with kindness
and respect. And remember, believing in
yourself as a person comes long before
you believe in your softball skills. n

I’m an
Easton Girl

Powerful. Committed. Fearless.
#ImAnEastonGirl

EASTON.COM

@EASTONFASTPITCH

@EASTONFASTPITCH

@EASTONFASTPITCH

@EASTONSPORTSNETWORK
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tips for competing when
faced with adversity
By JEFF JANSSEN
Janssen Sports Leadership Center

1

View adversity as an
opportunity or challenge
Another key to overcoming
adversity is to mentally frame it as
a positive opportunity or challenge
instead of seeing it as a negative
threat. Great players create challenges
out of adversity instead of being
threatened by it.

2

Persist
Typically, losers are the people
who didn’t realize how close
they were to success when they gave
up. Giving up is a permanent solution
to a temporary problem and gives
your players absolutely no chance of
being successful.

3

Learn Lessons From Mistakes
Rather than dwelling on
mistakes and problems, learn
lessons from them. The mistakes
and adversity you endure now can
be converted into future successes
provided that you invest the time to
learn from them.

health

Adversity abounds in sport. Your
opponents are an obvious, pre-dominant
and necessary source of adversity but there
are several other factors that can take you
out of your game.
Things like judgment-impaired ofﬁcials,
poor weather conditions, long-term
injuries, and a lack of playing time are
just some examples that can frustrate,
aggravate and demotivate you.
As most great athletes realize however,
it’s not necessarily the amount of adversity
you face, but more importantly how
you choose to handle it. As author and

4

Control the controllables
Remember to focus on what you
can control in the situation –
namely your reactions, focus, conﬁdence
and attitude. By controlling the
controllables you will be able to stay
calm as you ﬁgure out the best way to
overcome the adversity.

5

Try smarter instead of always
trying harder
When you are struggling, take a
step back and assess your approach.
By taking a step back and analyzing
the situation, you might discover
an easier and more effective way of
doing things.

6

Use The Anger/Frustration To
Your Advantage
Channel the anger and
frustration when facing adversity to
motivate and focus even more. Too
many players turn the anger inwards
to destroy themselves rather than
taking advantage of it.

educator Charles Swindoll once said, “Life
is 10 percent what happens to you and 90
percent how you react to it.”
How you approach adversity is one
of the most important keys to your
success. When athletes let adversity get
the best of them by losing their focus,
conﬁdence and motivation to perform,
they end up negating their talent and
render themselves useless. The basic key
to compete when faced with adversity is
to mentally move from focusing on the
problem to focusing on the solution. n

7

Take it one out at a time
Play in the present moment by
letting go of past problems and
not worrying about future concerns.
By mentally staying in the present
moment and playing the game one
pitch at a time, you help to make the
game much more manageable.

8

Be patient and trust your plan
After you assess your approach
and discover that it is the
correct one, be patient and stick
with it. Too many times, we secondguess ourselves following adversity
rather than choosing to be patient
and trusting the plan when it is the
correct one.

9

Endure it together
Teams have the choice of
weathering the adversity
together or falling apart, with each
individual player thinking only of
herself. Lean on your teammates,
dividing the problem and multiplying
resources, ultimately making a
stronger team.

health

Nutrition for
the Softball Athlete
By TAYLOR LEWALLEN
Sodexo Dietetic Intern
Former Central Michigan University
student-athlete
Most of the time nutrition is something
that is placed on the back burner as
student-athletes are trying to balance
everything.
However, choosing to make nutrition
a priority can directly result in a positive
change in an athlete’s performance,
recovery, mood, and energy. As athletes,
the foods we eat are used to fuel our
bodies for the daily grind that we face.
We can use nutrition to our advantage
by consuming foods that are filled
with wholesome ingredients, nutrients,
vitamins, and minerals that will provide
more energy for these events. Eating
foods that do not contain these beneficial
ingredients can cause a negative effect
on athletes, resulting in a spike of energy
followed by a crash and lethargic feeling.
It is important to consume a diet that
contains all food groups to give your
body all the nutrients it needs in order
to perform at your best. When consumed
in the correct amounts, your body uses
carbohydrates, healthy fats and proteins
all in different ways that will enhance your
performance. Healthy eating also helps

prevent injuries, promotes injury repair and
aids the body in the healing process.
Consuming nutrients are very
important in maintaining a healthy diet,
and we can collect a lot of them in fruits
and vegetables. A common term used
when discussing healthy eating is to eat
a “balanced diet.” This simply means to
include all food groups in your meals, and
as athletes to make sure we get enough
carbohydrates and protein.
Carbohydrates are the preferred and
main source of energy for our brain and
muscles during the start of exercise, and
for any quick and powerful exercise. Since
carbohydrates play such a big role for our
bodies, not getting enough can result
in decreased athletic performance and
muscle breakdown.
When fueling our bodies with a
significant amount of time before
competition, complex carbohydrates
provide our bodies with long-lasting
energy. Examples of these carbohydrates
are whole grains (brown rice, whole wheat
bread), whole fruits and vegetables,
baked potatoes, etc. When fueling our
bodies in that 30-minute window right
before competition, simple carbohydrates
from things such as sports drinks, blended
or well-chewed fruit, applesauce, etc., will
provide more immediate energy.

Protein is used to build muscle in our
bodies by providing all the necessary
“building blocks.” It is important to get
enough protein in order to put all the
weightlifting we do to use. Animal proteins
such as chicken, eggs, and lean ground
turkey or beef are best absorbed by our
bodies. You can also find complete protein
in plant-based sources like quinoa, soy,
and nuts. Building muscle in the preseason
will contribute to stronger, more powerful
outcomes during competition.
Consuming healthy fats are important,
as well, because they will help keep your
body full for long competitions, and
certain healthy fats can also promote
healing. Healthy fats such as avocados,
nuts, olive oil, canola oil, fish, and
hummus can be helpful for your body.
On the flip side, unhealthy fats, such as
packaged foods, fast food, and things
high in trans-fat are pro-inflammatory and
inhibit healing.
Whether living in a residence hall
or traveling across the country for
tournaments, it can be very easy to make
poor choices, like getting dessert every
day, choosing the pizza or burger over
a healthier option, or going back for
seconds. I would suggest trying to look
Continued on page 35
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Maximizing Performance
By CAROL BRUGGEMAN
NFCA Executive Director
Every softball player wants to
compete at a high level and maximize
performance. This is especially true on
game day, when playing your best is the
ultimate goal.
So how do you get
yourself in the “optimal
zone” at game
time? How do you
put yourself in a
position to maximize
performance? Here
are a few tips:

1

Prepare, prepare,
prepare
There is no substitute for
hard work and discipline.
Most players have the will to
win, however, to separate yourself you
must have the will to PREPARE to win!
To maximize performance, it is
important to prepare physically, mentally
and emotionally. It takes confidence to
perform well. Confidence comes from four
major places: preparation, past success,
praise and your strengths.
The only one within your control is
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preparation. The more you prepare, the
more you will gain confidence. The more
confidence you have, the more you will be
in a position to perform at a high level
on game day.

2

Take care of you
Making good choices about
your physical and mental
health paves a great
path to success.
Busy schedules can
make it easy to eat
concession stand
food or skip out on
sleep. This can lead
to a lack of focus and
low energy levels.
Plan ahead! Proper
nutrition, quality sleep,
a solid fitness level and a
calm mind will make you feel
good and put you in a position to reach
the “optimal zone” on game day.

3

Routines
Routines are activities you repeat
over and over to get your mind and body
ready to perform. Routines can get you in
a positive frame of mind to compete at a
high level.

At times, people put routines and
superstitions in the same category.
However, superstitions are something you
cannot control. For example, “I never play
softball on Friday the 13th.” But what
if you play the championship game on a
Friday the 13th?
And routines are something you can
control (i.e. Prior to my at-bat, I visualize
success, take two swings, take a deep
breath and focus on my barrel). Set your
routines, keep them consistent, and use
them during practices and games.

4

Focus and re-focus
Laser-sharp focus is critical to
maximize performance. It’s no secret that
in softball, there is a lot of “down time.”
It’s easy during this “down time” between
pitches or between innings to become
distracted.
Distractions can include paying
attention to your family/friends in the
stands, the weather, the umpires, thinking
about your previous at-bats while playing
defense or the smell of popcorn at the
concession stand. You must eliminate
distractions and focus on the task at
hand.
In softball, the goal is a narrow, sharp
focus as the pitch is released (focus on
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the pitch crossing the plate) and a more
broad focus between pitches (focus on
the entire field/situation). When the
pitch is released, the focus must be very
narrow, as the game happens very quickly.
In softball, you get the
opportunity to focus and refocus many times. Being
able to eliminate
distractions and
keep your focus on
the game helps
enhance your
performance.

5

Self-talk
We all hear
a “little voice”
inside our head that
is constantly saying
something to us. To
maximize performance, we must
stop our “little voice” from negative
thoughts.
During practices and games, it’s easy
to let self-doubt and fears overwhelm our
thoughts. When we stop those negative
thoughts and turn them into positive
thoughts, good things start to happen.
Positive self-talk can be very powerful
as “the body achieves what the mind
believes.”
A simple way to start turning negative
thoughts into positive thoughts is to
eliminate “have to” and start saying “get
to.” Instead of saying “I have to go to
practice today,” start saying “I get to
go to practice today” and watch what
happens.

6

Relax
The ability to relax during a softball
game is easier said than done. After all,
how can you relax in the late innings of a
close game? Taking deep breaths, clearing
your mind, and shaking/stretching your
muscles helps to relax your mind and
body.
Remember, nothing good happens in
softball when your body is tense. You can
throw harder, pitch faster and swing more

efficiently when your muscles are loose.
Same thing goes for your mind. Thinking
and processing during your at-bat (i.e.
keep your elbow up, watch the changeup, stride earlier) will make your swing
mechanical, slow you down and
make it very challenging to
hit the ball. To relax and
trust your instincts,
take a few deep
breaths before your
at-bat, clear your
mind, and react to
the pitch. Having
butterflies in your
stomach is OK,
you just have to
be relaxed enough
to get them flying in
formation.

7

Mental toughness
Mental toughness, simply
stated, is the “ability to bounce back.”
Softball is a sport where failure happens
quite a bit. Even the best hitters
fail six out of 10 times. Errors
occur on defense.
A mentally tough
player can bounce
back quickly
when faced with
adversity. To
perform at a high
level, you must be
able to handle the
challenges of the
sport and become like
a tennis ball; bounce
back. Practice mental
toughness every day so the
first time you face adversity is not
on game day.
In practice, you will not hit or throw
every ball perfectly or throw a strike on
every single pitch. Reacting to adversity
by being angry or pouting will not help
you on the softball field. Being able to
bounce back quickly in a positive manner,
both in practice and games, is one of the
keys to success.

The most important play in a game is
the “next play.” Mentally tough players
have a good short-term memory and can
bounce back quickly to focus on the “next
play.”

8

Embrace (and Practice!) Pressure
Once you understand the
fundamentals of the game, it is important
to practice making pressure plays.
Examples of pressure plays include “bangbang” defensive plays or earning RBIs
with runners in scoring position. You
want to create the feeling of being in a
game during practice. Game day is not the
time to feel pressure for the first time.
Put yourself in challenging situations so
you can practice relaxation, positive selftalk, focus/re-focus strategies and mental
toughness. When you find yourself in
those same situations on game day, you’ll
be ready!

9

Be a great teammate
Softball is a team sport. Defensively,
you cannot make one out by
yourself, and it’s very difficult
to score a run without
your teammates. If
you find yourself
struggling on
game day, focus
on being a great
teammate by
encouraging others,
communicating,
and celebrating
their success.
By taking the focus
off you and putting it
onto your teammates, good
things will start to happen!
You will also win the respect of your
teammates, which is one of the highest
honors you can receive.
On game day, it’s time to trust. Trust
your preparation, trust yourself and trust
your instincts. Game day is the time
to compete, have fun and enjoy the
moment. n
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ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
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By CHRISTY CONNOYER
Head Coach, Saint Louis University
Ask any college coach, college studentathlete, or college graduate, “What is the
key to success in college?” Odds are, time
management would be the answer.
They would all recommend purchasing
and utilizing a planner.
Continued advice would be to
write out your classes, tests,
practices and get yourself
organized. Manage your
time and you will be able to
manage college.
Let us take it a step
further and not just talk
about managing your time,
but managing your energy.
Energy management is the key
to maintaining balance and
finding real success in college
and in life. We need mental,
physical and emotional energy
to not just “get through”
the day, but to thrive on the
challenges of the day.
If we do not have energy,
we do not have focus and
end up frustrated, anxious
and irritable. Those last three
qualities are not what we are
looking for in a successful
college career. Energy dictates
our accomplishments, not
time. And energy management
is completely controllable.
A typical day in the life of
a student-athlete would include weights
in the early morning, classes from late
morning into early afternoon, practice
mid-afternoon and then tutors and group
meetings in the evening. You have to
be “on” for weights, class, practice and
tutors. You have to be awake, alert and
attentive to challenge yourself in those
1-2 hour spurts.
In order to maintain optimal “on”
time, you need to figure out how to
manage the “down” time. What do you
do right after weights when you have an
hour and a half before class? What are

you doing between classes? What are you
doing in that hour before you need to
head over to practice?
The answers to these questions vary
for each individual student-athlete. While
one may need a nap, another may need
to stay awake to be at her best. Each
individual needs to find out what works

nutritional fuel you may need before
you sit for 50 minutes in a class. Make a
sandwich — even some old-school peanut
butter and jelly — and grab that snack
before or between classes.
Hydration can also be in the category
of fueling, as most of our studentathletes carry a full bottle of water with

Bottom line, make time to
eat. Running from weights
to class, class to class,
class to practice —
it can be busy.

best for her, and that learning curve
happens in college.
Different strategies for managing
energy can be broken down into three
different areas: Refueling, recharging and
reloading.
Refueling revolves around the topic
of nutrition and how you are providing
energy for your mind and body. Bottom
line, make time to eat. Running from
weights to class, class to class, class to
practice — it can be busy.
Pack your backpack with snacks, such
as fruit or granola bars, to give you that

them throughout the day. However, do
not mistake hydration for all liquid drinks.
One can get energy from soda and energy
drinks; however, the nutritional value and
fallout from those drinks are not worth
the initial energy surge. These drinks
are not quality refueling for a college
student-athlete.
Recharging is another way of saying
get some rest. Again, transitioning
to college can be an adjustment in a
student-athlete’s sleep schedule. Get into
Continued on page 22
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college and there is no bedtime. There is
no one around telling you that you need
to turn in early because you have weights
tomorrow at 6 a.m.
It is up to you to make that call
of staying up to visit with your new
friends or to go to sleep at a decent
hour in order to have energy for your
workout the next morning. Later in
the day, it is also up to you to decide
how long to take that power nap.
Many student-athletes will take a
short nap after their day of classes to
recharge before afternoon practice.
However, the amount of time
spent on these naps is critical. Some
can take a 20-minute nap and be up
and ready to go for the next activity.
Others can take an hour nap and actually
be sluggish for the rest of the afternoon.
Again, each individual is different, and
you will learn what works and what does

not work very quickly.
The last area of energy management
can be described as reloading. What can
you do to load up so you do not have
as much to do later? What can you do

next chapter in your psychology class. Go
study for tomorrow’s test a day early. Get
ahead if you can.
When your energy level is high,
load up and ride that high. Exercise
can actually boost your energy;
therefore, a prime time to study
is actually after a workout. When
you are feeling that energy level
decrease — yet you know you need
to study — go for a walk or get up
and move.
As coaches, we tell our studentathletes that the competitive season
is a marathon, not a sprint. However,
the day-to-day of a college studentathlete is actually a series of 20-yard
dashes. You will learn throughout
your college career how to manage
your energy levels to keep a good
pace throughout the day. You will probably
learn from mishandling your energy at
times; however, you will learn. Control the
controllables and plan your race. n

Exercise can actually
boost your energy;
therefore, a prime time
to study is actually
after a workout.
to stay on top of your game so you can
manage the stress of limited time?
Say you are pretty awake after that 6
a.m. lift. Go type that paper. Go read that
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The

By JEN CRONEBERGER
JLynne Consulting Group, LLC

One of the best pieces of advice I ever
received from a coach was this: “Carry
your own stuff. But then be smart enough
to know when to put it down.”
I don’t think I really understood
the magnitude of this until I started
coaching. As the old Chinese proverb
says, “When the student is ready, the
teacher shall appear.” Well, it took a
while for this student to let the teacher
in. So often I see athletes go through
that fight as well.
The hard times sneak up on you and all
of a sudden you get overwhelmed, scared
you will let everyone down, afraid to
make mistakes. And so, the drama begins:
Friction at home, schoolwork, friendships
that fall apart for reasons you don’t even
know, boyfriends you stress too much over
and expectations beyond what you have
ever known.
These are just some of the things
that can cause you to not perform up
to potential. But the truth is, there are
things you can control, and there are

Intangibles
that Change
the
Game

Continued on page 24
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Don’t let mom or dad or coach or
another teammate tote your
belongings for you. Carry
your own stuff, both
physically and
emotionally.

Continued from page 23

things you can’t. The things you can’t
control need to be left alone. If you try to
pull them in, you will sink.
Intangible number 1: CTC, or Control
the Controllables. It is critical to know
what they are.
Action step 1: Know what’s causing
you stress and write them down. Then,
on that list, circle the things you have
COMPLETE control over. Focus on those.
Let the rest go. The longer you carry the
uncontrollables, the harder it gets to stay
afloat. Your boat will suddenly feel a lot
lighter when you let them go.
So about carrying your own stuff?
This is imperative. Don’t let mom or dad
or coach or another teammate tote your
belongings for you. Carry your own stuff,
both physically and emotionally. Coaches
look for players who are self-sufficient.
This doesn’t mean you don’t need your
teammates, coaches or parents. This means
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you can take care of your CTC’s and … you
don’t need someone else to carry your bag.
Intangible number 2: Walk, talk, play,
with a confidence about you.
It’s there, even if you haven’t found
it yet. It exists in all of us. Confident
players play with less walls up, less fear
of failure, and less apologizing for making
mistakes. That ability is in you if you
don’t feel you have it yet.
Now, you just have to dig a little
sometimes to find it. So, where do you
start? Let’s find all the reasons you
have to be confident. There are plenty. I
promise.
Action step 2: Number on a sheet of
paper from 1-10. On top of that column,
write “My Strengths.” Beside each number,
write one thing that you are good at, a
strength as a softball player. These can be
physical, emotional or mental. They can be
how vocal you are, how well you bunt to
third base, how you make your teammates
comfortable around you.

Time yourself. See if you can write 10
in four minutes. This should not be hard.
If it is, open your mind and think beyond
the big things. Think about the little
things you do well. Everyone can find 10
things if they think.
The problem is, we don’t often want
to talk about ourselves because we feel
like we are bragging. Let that go and
just write. Feel good about yourself for
four minutes. Brag. Accept that you
have strengths. Then, all of a sudden,
those feelings become a habit. Good
competitive athletes get better at this
as they go along. This is a good habit to
create.
Intangible number 3: Always
remember why you play.
I spent some time working with a pro
baseball player a couple years ago who
will always be a part of my reminder of
this. He called me one day before a spring
training game and asked me to give him
something to take to the field with him
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Control the controllables,
Find your confidence,
and remember why you
play … these are the
intangibles that change
the game. But it’s up to
you to take action.

that day, some words of motivation.
I asked him quickly, “Why do you play
baseball, Matt?” He answered without
hesitation: “Because I love it.”
“So today, like every day, you play
for love of the game,” I responded. It
stuck. Right then, my “five words” idea
was born. For love of the game became a
mantra for many of my clients and teams
that I have worked with over the years.
It is my first and always my favorite five
words.
Just like Matt, ask yourself sometimes
why you play. Make sure it’s not for mom
or dad, or just because you are trying to
get a scholarship to pay for college.
While those are good byproducts and
extrinsic motivators, they are not what
will help you up when you dive and miss
the ball that just scored the winning run
for the other team. Or what will push you
to go out when it’s cold and rainy just to
take some extra swings before the game
tomorrow. Or what drives you to run the
extra sprint when your teammates have

all started to take their cleats off because
“practice time is over.” Play with heart in
every way possible, and you will start to
see that all of a sudden you will feel and
play more freely.
Action step 3: Create a “FLOTG” (For
Love of the Game) Journal. Find a clean
notebook that you are not using, and
have fun decorating it with pictures,
words, anything that you can cut out
of magazines or things you can draw
yourself. Use markers, crayons, anything
that reminds you of being a small kid
again, the one that loved to play. Make
it you.
Then use that to draw pictures, write
words, and continue to build a story of
your softball career in your journal. When
you have a good day, jot it down. Write
your objectives, your thoughts, your
dreams, all of it. Draw what it looks like,
what it feels like.
Most importantly, try to keep it as
positive as you can. If you have a bad
day, open it up and look at all the good

thoughts and feelings you have collected
over the year. This helps remind you why
you play. Your love of the game will be
evident. It makes those 0-for-3 days seem
a little more manageable, and makes you
want to get back out there tomorrow to
do it all again.
Control the controllables, Find your
confidence, and remember why you play
… these are the intangibles that change
the game. But it’s up to you to take
action.
We get so crippled by fear… fear of
failure, even fear of success. We are afraid
to let others down. Maybe even afraid to
let ourselves down. We think too much, we
think and focus on the wrong things. We
forget to let our hearts lead. We forget to
carry our stuff. We forget to put it down
when we shouldn’t be carrying it anymore.
And through it all, we forget to let go
and just play.
After all, it’s just a game. Love it,
one more time. And always … one more
time. n
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By SCOTT WHITLOCK
NFCA Hall of Famer
One afternoon, near the end of the
season, a younger coach asked me, “If
you had a chance, what would you say to
the young players who will become the
next generation of players?”
I thought a moment and recalled
something that I had shared with some
coaches a few years ago; and today, I
find that same information relevant to
players. On that day, not so long ago,
I told the group of coaches to whom I
was speaking not to get so hung up on
teaching the players the ABCs of the
game that you neglect to teach them
their DEFs.
So, after remembering that day, I can
honestly say that if I had only one chance

ENTHUSIASM
There is no substitute for enthusiasm
(remember it is contagious). Players
should be genuinely excited about “being
there” to play, practice or any other
team activity. There is something special
about being on a team and being called
a teammate should be looked at as an
honor. Play and practice excited and
enthused.
Players need to remember that
softball is a game, not a punishment.
It is perfectly acceptable for coaches
to see their players having fun, joking,
and laughing. A player performs better
when relaxed. A player’s enthusiasm
can, and will, inspire their teammates
(and coaches) towards having pride and
enthusiasm of their own.

lot of it is just plain-old hard work.
Fundamentals are a must.
For players, practice should be about
learning. On game day, there will be
no thrills if you do not have the skills.
Getting the most out of each learning
opportunity is essential if a player is
to reach her potential. This is where
determination and enthusiasm can come
into play.
Keeping a good attitude and being
determined, whether during a hitting
lesson or an infield practice, will go a
long way in helping a player gain ground
on a weakness or improve on strength.
When at practice, be totally focused on
what’s going on there. Learn as much as
you can about each aspect of the game.
Once you learn a skill, reinforce it at
each and every opportunity. Bad habits

Learn your ABCs … your
to give some insight to young players,
that advice would be: do not neglect
to learn your DEFs. The DEFs of which I
speak are: determination, enthusiasm and
fundamentals.
DETERMINATION
A determined person rarely fails. If
you want to achieve; if you dare to step
into the arena and compete; if you are
committed to strive for success, you must
be determined. You must be in it for the
long haul. You must realize that there will
be ups and downs. Success does not come
easy; therefore, you must be willing to
never give up.
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FUNDAMENTALS
Dedication and enthusiasm are both
very important elements in a player’s and
team’s success. However, neither will get
you very far if you do not take the time to
learn how to properly play.
In order to REALLY play the game of
softball, young players must commit
themselves to learning the sport from the
ground up. The fundamentals of the game
are the very cornerstone of everything
that we as players and coaches hope to
accomplish. Players need to start each
day of their softball journey committed to
improving their fundamentals. This is the
hard part.
Some of this is not glamorous; a

can show up unannounced at any point
and time. You must continuously evaluate
yourself and always take the time to
correct improper mechanics. Next, we will
cover in-depth some of the fundamentals
that are essential and sometimes
overlooked.
OTHER FUNDAMENTALS NEEDED
In addition to hit, catch, run
and throw, there are other types of
fundamentals needed if one is to become
a complete player. These fundamentals
are perhaps a bit abstract, but I see
them as vital to long-term, consistent
Continued on page 28
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Continued from page 26

performance. Here are some examples:
KNOWLEDGE OF EVERYONE’S FUNCTION
In order to maximize your
fundamentals, it is important that you
learn as much as you can about every
phase of, and every
position played, in the
game. You will be a better
player if you have an
understanding of every
position on the field and
an idea of each person’s
role on the team.
SELF-DISCIPLINE
The word discipline
usually scares players. It
shouldn’t. Seemingly since
the beginning of time,
players have listened
to coaches talk about
discipline. It has been
my experience that the
type of discipline needed
within a team is SELFDISCIPLINE — players,
coaches and all support
personnel must have it.
If each individual can
condition herself to be
willing to do whatever is
necessary and appropriate
at a given time, the
organization stands a
better chance of success.
Team discipline can only
come after self-discipline,
and team discipline is
totally dependent upon the
presence of self-discipline
within the players.
Coaches must recognize that great
patience must be used when attempting
to instill discipline into an individual
or a team; players must be committed
to becoming disciplined as to how they
approach the game. A halfhearted approach
will only get sporadic success. Coaches try
on a daily basis to break bad habits and

instill proper ones. This is a hopeless task
if the players are not committed to sticking
with it, keeping on searching or never
quitting — and that takes self-discipline!
COMMUNICATION
This is such an easy concept to
explain, and it is so important, yet it

Once you
learn a skill,
reinforce it at
each and every
opportunity.
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is often overlooked. Communicate with
everyone. Talk to your coaches, ask
questions. Do not try to read their minds.
Talk to your teammates, talk about the
game to your teammates. Everyone must
be kept in the loop. Everyone needs to be
on the same page. Coaches need to talk to
players; players need to talk to coaches;

and players must talk to each other. THIS
CANNOT BE STRESSED ENOUGH.
Everyone will function at a higher
level when they are not walking around
worrying and wondering. It just makes
sense to communicate.
GOOD MEMORY; NEVER FORGET
Learn and improve
from everything that you
experience as a player.
Whether it is successes or
failures, wins or losses;
let anything that you
experience teach you
something. Players and
coaches are quick to talk
about what they learned
in a loss. However, I think
I have learned more on
those days when things
went well for our team
than on those days when
we faltered.
There is much to be
said about players “feeling
success,” experiencing it,
and seeing what it looks
like. When players (or
coaches) approach lessons
learned only from the
perspective of learning
from losses, we are
inadvertently reminding
ourselves how we failed.
I would challenge young
players to approach learning
based upon their successes.
Do not beat yourself up
all the time. Always take
moments to remind (and
reinforce to) yourself what
went right and how it
helped lead to success. That
exercise will allow you to easily encourage
yourself and teammates; and will help lead
everyone toward repeating or continuing
what they are doing right.
Well, there you have it … no smoke,
no mirrors. The one tip that I would give
young players is just that simple: Do not
neglect to learn your DEFs. n

FOR PLAYERS.
BY PLAYERS.

Hitting
Fixes for
Common
Flaws
athlete development
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By LIZZY RISTANO
Associate Coach, University of Notre
Dame
There is not one way to hit a softball,
so get that thought out of your mind
right now.
Just as when you are driving to school,
there are probably 10+ different routes you
can take to arrive at one ultimate location.
So is the art of hitting a softball.
I would argue that if five different
hitting coaches looked at one struggling
hitter, they would probably come up with
five different solutions as to why that
hitter is not touching the ball. In the
world of “too much information,” I urge
you keep it simple to look at these three
areas — timing, mechanics and the mental
side — to help you get your game back.
1. Start with Timing
Here is the first place you want to
break down your swing. The majority of
the time when your swing is off, it has
nothing to do with mechanics and has
everything to do with your timing. Keep
it simple, and look at these three points
when it comes to timing:
n Am I loading when the pitcher starts
her forward motion at the hitter?
n Is my stride foot getting down about
the time of the pitcher’s release?
n Are my hands fully loaded, at their
apex, by the time my foot gets down?
2. Check the setup of your swing
Hitting is like a domino effect. If you are
having trouble getting your hands through
or not getting good extension, chances are
it has something to do with what your body
is doing about three steps earlier in your
swing. Clean up the setup of your swing
(stance, negative move, stride & first move
to the ball) so all systems fall in line when
it comes time for your bat to enter the zone.
Look at these areas in your setup:
n Stance – A balanced neutral and
comfortable start. Not starting with
weight pre-loaded on back side. Have
some sort of movement to keep you
loose. Don’t be a statue.

 egative move – Move from balanced
N
every pitch she throws. Set a routine
weight in your stance to sitting the
of walking to the plate with confidence
majority of your weight into your
and being in control at the plate.
backside. Load into attack posture
Practice these routines in practice or at
position.
home alone in your bedroom.
n Stride – Lift your stride foot with
n Positive Self Talk – After you take the
your knee, not your hip and try to
sign from the coach and take your
stride with minimal weight, not a
four-second breath, say something
heavy foot hitting
the ground.
n First move to the
“The majority of the
ball – For that
time when your swing
first little weight
shift forward,
is off, it has nothing
your hips have
to do with mechanics
to stay square to
the plate and not
and has everything to
start to pull off.
do with your timing.”
This will allow
you to reach
more pitches from
inside to outside
to off-speed.
n

3. Slow things down
and get mental
They say hitting is
90 percent mental and
10 percent physical.
However, we often put
90 percent of our efforts into the physical
work and only 10 percent into the mental.
That seems backwards, right? I urge
all hitters to try to work the mental into
their daily routines. What encompasses
the mental? Simple tactics like breathing
techniques, routines and positive self-talk
can go a long way. Here are some tips:
n Breathing – Practice four-second
breaths, not two-second breaths. When
you inhale in for two long counts and
exhale for two long counts, you can
literally feel your muscles melting away
and relaxing. Breathe before stepping
in the box every single pitch.
n Routines – Set routines for different
stages leading up to the at-bat. When
you are in the hole, work on the
mental visualization of seeing a pitch
and driving it. When you are on deck,
your routine is to work on timing. Load
and stride with the pitcher’s motion for

positive to yourself. Simple phrases
like “You got this” or “Go Get it” are
more effective than mentally telling
yourself things like “Don’t swing at
the rise ball” or “Don’t mess up.”
As a hitter, you have to put in
the work, trust the process and keep
perspective. You can’t be a part of this
game and have success if you are not
going to struggle at some point. It’s
part of the deal. So, accept it and keep
reminding yourself that even the best
struggle at times, too.
My favorite quote about hitting goes,
“During my 18 years, I came to bat almost
10,000 times. I struck out 1,700 times
and walked maybe 1,800 times. You figure
a ballplayer will average about 500 at
bats a season. That means I played seven
years without ever hitting the ball.” –
Mickey Mantle n
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Tips
for increasing speed
and power in pitchers

By BETH TORINA
Head Coach, LSU
For best success increasing speed
and power in pitching, start with a solid
fundamental base.
Getting started
In the load/start, pitchers should shift
weight from back to front, which helps
to gain forward momentum. Remember
to load in the hips, not the shoulders.
Arms should be a controlled speed. Proper
form allows pitchers to go straight off the
mound.
With the initial push (back leg
drive), the pitcher’s back foot should

drive forward over the toe. Start with a
knee bend to begin the drive. Shoelaces
should face the front and it should be an
explosive turnover, so the pitcher is “off”
the mound before their front foot hits the
ground. This should help keep the chest,
both toes and both hands facing the
front. A good visual is to picture a track
runner’s pose in the starting blocks.
With the front leg drive, your front leg
should be as high as your waist, and face
the front until it is on the way down. Use
your front leg and front side to open up.
The angle your leg lands will be different
for everyone, but once it lands, it should
stay there (no spinning). Step toward
where you are throwing, and look to land

with a 45-degree angle on your power
line.
When working on resistance, pitch to
a firm front side. Your back side should
never pass your front side — including
your foot, hip and shoulder. Your arm
should come through before your hip. You
can use an over-the-ropes drill or ankle
cords to achieve this.
Increasing speed
When looking to increase speed, one
of the best things you can do is long
toss. There is a direct correlation between
speed and distance. Throw all your pitches
Continued on page 34
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during a long-toss session and throw as
high and as far as you can. You should
build long toss into your regular workout
routine — going 2-3 times a week.
Another drill you can do is pitching
sprints, as part of a pitching circuit. This
means delivering pitches as soon as you
receive the ball back from the catcher.
After 10 pitches, do walking lunges to
the catcher and back, then start pitching
again. At the next pitching break, you can
do 12 pushups. After that, hold a plank
position before pitching again.
The pitch-and-run drill is where you
throw a pitch to the catcher, then run

to the catcher to get the ball before
heading back for another pitch. The sock
ball drill is where you put a ball in a sock
and throw it, holding the sock midway
between the end the ball is in and the
open end.
When utilizing a weighted ball,
be cautious of the pitcher’s age and
the number of pitches. You can throw
full pitches, but this should be done
in moderation. It’s about quality, not
quantity, with these drills. You can also
use a weighted ball when working on
spins to build forearm strength.
Strength and conditioning
Speaking of strength, consider

exercises that condition your hip
flexors. Work on explosive motions and
utilize sprints mixed with long-distance
conditioning. Always be careful with
things above your head, and remember
that conditioning is as much about
character as it is about fitness. Find an
expert to help!
Any workout regimen would be
incomplete without core work. This should
also be done regularly. Focus on all areas
of your core, including your upper and
lower abs, glutes and hip flexors.
Whatever your training plan is,
consistency is key, and use proper
fundamentals at all times. And don’t
forget to document your progress. n

Pitch calling:What you need to know
By KAREN WEEKLY
Co-Head Coach, University of Tennessee
Pitch calling
n Who should call the game?
n How do you give signs?
Know your pitcher
n What are her strengths?
n How do you communicate with her?
n What does she need to be successful?
n What is her “out” pitch?
Pitch caller responsibilities
n Call the pitcher’s best game
n Avoid being predictable
Pitcher responsibilities
n Commit to the pitch
n Execute pitch-by-pitch
n Establish a strike zone with the umpire
early
n Read batters and make adjustments

athlete development

Plan of attack
n Location, location, location.
Weakness is typically a spot, not a pitch
n A pitcher must be able to hit her spots
n Get strikes to a hitter’s weakness and
balls to strength areas
n Change the hitter’s eye level and use all
four corners
n Realize the importance of the fastball
n Be committed to competing
strength on strength
n Always think one pitch ahead
n Use all your pitches and change
speeds
n Don’t mix pitches just to mix
n Ignore the 300-foot foul ball
Find the weakness
n What is your opponent’s
philosophy/reputation?
n Pay attention during warmups
n Watch on-deck swings
n Analyze charts from past
at-bats
n Scout your opponent
n Watch game film

health
Continued from page 17

at the menu for your dining hall or the
restaurant before you go in. It is usually
available online. When you do this, it
gives you an opportunity to go through
the options that are available that day
and make a healthy decision beforehand.
It is important as athletes that we get

enough water to stay hydrated throughout
our busy days, so I would also recommend
choosing water over the sugary beverages
that might be available. Based on your
body weight, setting a goal of drinking a
half ounce to an ounce of water for every
pound would help keep you hydrated.
Once you get your meal, sit down and eat
it, and don’t go back for more unless you

are actually hungry.
A good trick is to drink a glass of
water after your meal, since sometimes a
sign of hunger is actually our body saying
it is thirsty. With the amount of working
out student-athletes do, this is a very
common misinterpretation. n

If you want to start making intentional nutrition choices before, during, and after
games, here are some of my favorite things to help you fuel your game.
PRE-GAME: (at least an hour before)
1. Turkey sandwich on whole wheat
bread with mustard or a thin layer
of light mayonnaise
2. Granola bar, such as Clif bar or
Nature Valley Honey and Oats
3. Scrambled eggs and fruit

BETWEEN GAMES:
1. Peanut butter and jelly on whole
wheat bread with thin layer of
peanut butter
2. Fruit (oranges,
grapes, bananas,
and/or applesauce)
or fruit strips
3. Pretzels.

AFTER GAMES: (at least an hour after)
1. Chicken with rice and vegetables
2. Ground turkey tacos with corn
tortillas, salsa, lettuce and
guacamole
3. Whole wheat pasta with marinara
sauce and grilled chicken
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Leadership tips:
Ways
to
lead

1

FEEL
Have empathy and care for all of your
teammates, friends, and classmates.
Often, we are very critical of others. Take
care of your issues first, then worry about
the shortcomings of others. If you knew all
the troubles your teammates are dealing
with, then you would be less judgmental
and more understanding. Postpone negative
evaluations of others and watch people
respond to your leadership!

By the late WILL KEIM
Founder, “The Character Institute”
Our world needs leaders who are smart,
caring, and ethical. I would like to offer
emerging leaders, particularly studentathletes, my Five Key Tips To Leadership.
Being a student-athlete demands
balance between academics, softball,
family, and personal lives. You
can do it if you will follow your
heart and practice these tips:

2

THINK
Use both of the
two greatest
organs in your body
... your brain and your
heart. Coaches look for
players who use both of
them on a regular basis.
Before you do anything,
THINK these four thoughts:
• Why am I doing this?
• Is it legal and according to
team rules?
• What are the consequences?
• Is this action consistent with my moral principles?
A good principle to start with is to treat people the way
you would like to be treated. This is essential to ethical
leadership!

health
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3

ACT
Leaders act, they do not react. If
they see a situation that needs to be
confronted or handled they do it without
the prompting of a coach or teacher.
Leaders are risk takers, so take reasonable
risks that work toward a common goal.
Behave in a manner that communicates,
“Team Above Self”,
or “As One!”

4

LOVE
The thing about love is that you cannot give it
to your teammates, parents, or friends unless
you have a love of yourself. This does not mean being
egocentric or conceited. It does mean learning to
respect yourself, value yourself, take care of yourself
physically, psychologically, and spiritually, and loving
the very special, unique, and wonderful person you are.

Great leaders think, feel, act, hope,
and love! Great teammates do the same
things for the people they share the
dugout with. You may not find yourself in
a position to lead every day, but you can
always make a contribution.
Leading is a lot like farming. You
plant seeds, care for the ground, embrace
the weather, be a hopeful person, and
practice patience. You can do it! Today is
the day.” n

5

HOPE
Be resilient! It does not matter how many times you get
knocked down or fail ... you just have to get up one more
time than you get knocked down to be successful. My friend Curtis
Zimmerman calls this, “learning to fail successfully.” You are
stronger than you think and you, and only you, are in charge of
your attitude. Choose a positive and hopeful one.

The late Dr. Will Keim authored “Keys
To Success In College And Life”and a dozen
other books for students and parents and
was a well-known lecturer across America
and Canada. He worked with many of the
nation’s top softball programs, including
Alabama, Texas and UCLA. His daughter,
Sami, was a member of the 2011 NCAA
Division III national championship team at
Linfield College, and he later served as his
daughter’s assistant when she became head
coach at Corvallis High School in Oregon.
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Softball enjoying incredible
growth and popularity
Television has played a big role in the
expansion of the game

Photo by Joshua Gateley/ESPN Images

The growth of softball is undeniable.
From increased interest in playing the
sport from girls at the grassroots level, to
unprecedented coverage in the national
media, and especially on the ESPN family of
networks, softball has come a long way.
Television coverage has been a huge
help in growing the game. This year,
ESPN broadcast more than 1,200 regularseason games in NCAA Division I, plus
over 100 regional contests, 19 super

Advancement

regional games, and every minute of the
Women’s College World Series (WCWS) at
USA Softball Hall of Fame Stadium – OGE
Energy Field in Oklahoma City.
For the 2018 WCWS, ESPN averaged
783,000 viewers for the early-round
games, an increase of four percent over
the previous year, and an 18 percent spike
from 2016. Both games of the best-ofthree NCAA championship series drew
more 1.2 million viewers, and the decisive

second game surpassed 1.5 million
viewers.
Since ESPN started covering every
game of the WCWS in 2000, the
championship has averaged 1.4 million
viewers, including one million viewers
that first season. The championship
series in 2007 and 2015 have scored the
best, with a record 1.9 million viewers
on television and ESPN’s various mobile
platforms to see Arizona and Oklahoma

Advancement
win titles, respectively.
“I can honestly say that say the
popularity of softball, largely due to the
exposure through televised games, has
skyrocketed in recent years,” University
of Nebraska head coach Rhonda Revelle
said. “Men, women, boys and girls can be
routinely overheard talking
about a team, a player or
an amazing performance.
With this growth comes
great responsibility to
be stewards of our brand
and continuance of our
upward trend. It is essential
that everyone that has a
fingerprint on the sport of
softball does their part to
even leave it better than
how we found it. It is truly
an amazing time to a fan,
player, and coach in the
sport of fastpitch softball.”
Holly Rowe, the Emmynominated sideline and
features reporter on those
WCWS broadcasts, agrees.
“Softball is exploding,”
she said. “I really noticed it
most at the WCWS where we
have totally had to change
the outfield seating to
accommodate fans. It was
grass, then VIP trailers, then
small bleachers. Now, it’s
giant grandstands.”
“The year after Florida
won their first national
championship, I was at
the Mary Nutter Classic in
February, and all of their
games were packed … for a Florida game
in California. I am proud of ESPN for
showcasing this amazing sport. I believe
we have helped grow access and interest.
Like my boss, Meg Aronowitz, says,
‘Everybody is a softball fan, they just
don’t know it yet.’ Once you watch you are
hooked!”
The availability of games online and
on mobile apps through companies like
ESPN and FloSoftball, plus streaming

of games by an endless list of high
schools, colleges, conferences, and travel
ball teams, has put softball literally at
everyone’s fingertips.
“The growth of softball over the last
25 years has been explosive,” Olympic
medalist and longtime ESPN analyst

that expansion, opportunities for women
and girls to play, coach and administrate
the game have grown as well. Both men
and women have benefited from our
amazing sport. Now, with the amount of
televised games, our sport continues to
grow — for not just the players, coaches
and administrators, but
also for the fans.
“There’s still a lot of
work to be done,” Smith
said, “but we’re headed
in the right direction and
that’s what’s so exciting
for anyone involved and
interested in softball!”
NFCA Hall of Famer
Dianne Baker was one of
the people that helped
set the foundation for the
success the game enjoys
today — first as a star
player, later as a legendary
coach, best-selling
author, and now working
with softball programs
as the longtime National
Promotions Manager for
equipment manufacturer
Schutt Sports.
“In the early days,
women always had to
work harder and smarter
— always trying to prove
ourselves,” Baker said.
“We were the bus drivers,
the trainers, the field
crew, and the mothers all
Photo courtesy of
wrapped into one. And
Meg Aronowitz/ ESPN
when those jobs were
over, then we could coach.
Michele Smith noted. “Our sport has
It took some (talented) people out of the
adapted and invested in our grassroots,
game, because it was tough to have to do
high school athletes and, of course, our
all those things. But it was worth it to me
collegiate athletes. Title IX was signed
100 times over.”
in 1972 and it took about 20 years for
“I am so excited to see what changes
the benefits of that bill to really impact
have happened in our sport,” she
women’s team sports, about the time of
continued. “Million-dollar complexes,
the 1996 Olympics.”
million-dollar coaches, and massive TV
“The last 20 or so years since those
coverage. I hope the athletes appreciate
1996 Olympics, softball growth has truly
all that has been given to them and that
expanded nationally and worldwide. With
they pass it forward.” n

Since ESPN started covering
every game of the WCWS in 2000,
the championship has averaged
1.4 million viewers, including one
million viewers that first season.
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